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Dairy Agog
During Rat
Track Meet

Tiger Grid Leader

Into
Valley
of
Creamery
Dashes The Four Hundred

Quintet of "Fish" to Maneuver at Opening Game
Saturday

ALLISON ALL WET
BY O. G. RAAVLS
The annual freshman ice cream
dash to the Dairy building yesterday brings almost conclusive proor
that the oft-quoted Barnum was
just another of the breed, which he
names in isjaying, "There's a sucker 'born every minute-"
THE FOUR HUNDRED
This psychology proved to be
just piker language as 400 erstwhile members of the yearling
class stepped the J30 yard dash
over the well-heaten trail from the
mess hall to the creamery in response to Major A. W. Allison's
time-honored
gag
announcement
concerning broken machinery and
free ice cream at the Dairy Building.
(Continued on page 2)

WASHINGTON ALUMNI
HEAR JX-60VERN0R
Former South Carolina Statesman Lauds Reciprocal
Trade

r

The Hon. Robert A. Cooper,
former governor of South Carolina,
who was recently appointed by
President Roosevelt to be Federal
Judge of Puerto Rico, was the
.honor guest at a dinner of the
■Washington chapter of Clemson
alumni at Sholl's Restaurant, Tuesday, September 11.
DISCUSSES FOREIGN POLICY
Judge Coolper, or "Governor"
as he will always be affectionately
addressed by his many Clemson
(.Continued on page two)
ii

By Their Words"

WEAR PIE PLATES

Although Henry Woodward,
above, Captain of Clemson's
193* football team, will not
see service in the P. C. game
here Saturday, it is expected
tljat his injured knee will not
keep him from entry into fu>
ture games.

Rats Honored
At First Dance

Five senior officers of the Cadet
Corps were pledged to the local
company of Scabbard and Blade, ai
a meeting held. Monday night by
the honor military fraternity.
The pledges are as follows: Lt.
Colonel A. C. Miustard (Electrical
Engineering), Major A. W. Allison
(Mechanical Engineering), 'Major
C. E Cummings (Horticulture),,
(Continued on page two)

FACULTY STAFF ADDS
THREE NEW MEMBERS
AND GRADUATE AIDES

Topping, Credle, and Cooke
Assume Duties as InClemson Welcomes Frosh As
structors
C. D. A. Sponsors Year's
First Hop

HAVE FINE RECORDS

Clemson's gay dance schedule
was inaugurated last Friday night
with the annual Freshman Hop.
The "Bald-Headed Ball" is given
at the beginning of each school
year in honor of the new freshman class. The music for the evening was furnished by Dave Burnside and his orchestra, a snappy
outfit from Greenville.
(Continued on page eight)

SOPHOMORES HOSTILE
AS SHERIFF RESCUES
RAT IN GODIVA ROLE
t

■■-■•

JAIL STORMED AS JOHN LA|W
CONFINES COLLEGIATE
RING LEADER

Threatened siege of the Delaware
A man that can't abide by an.
County Jail by Ohio Wesleyan sophhonor system doesn't :belong in colomores was averted recently by
lege.
upperclassmen after Sheriff C. E.
^Archer
McKinnie, trying to free a disrobed
freshman, had taken two students
Drinking alcohol is both a stimuto the jail.
:
lant and a stimulus, as far as
McKinnie said that when he saw
psychology is concerned.
the freshman, clad only in nature's
—Brearley
vetsment, being taken down Sandusky Street, main street of the
Courtesy is the best investment
town, he attempted to take the
any man can make.
chilly youth- home.
—Sikes
SOPHS ARE HOSTILE
At his first move, the sheriff
We don't want grim, harrowing said, sophomores advanced on him
realism rammed down our throats in a manner which he took to be
day after day. . •
_.^k
hostile.
The sheriff admitted he
-Lane
(Continued on page two)
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Military Honor
Frat Is Now
Initiating

Mr. A. L. Cooke who received
his A. B. and M. A. degrees from
the University of Virginia is to be
connected with the English department as Instructor of English. Mr.
Cooke has also studied at the University of Michigan and worked for
the British Museum in London for
a year. He has spent much of his
life in Greece and other European
countries as his father is in the
consular service.
In college Mr.
Cooke made an excellent scholastic
record and took a large part in
student activities.
(Continued on page seven)

ICKES TO BE AT TECH
GAME; HACKETT NAMED
REFEREE FOR CONTEST
A national flavor will be added to the Clemson-Georgia Tech
football game in Atlanta September 29 by the presence of
Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes and by Col. Horatio
B. Hackett, who wiU referee
the encounter.
Hackett, a 16-letter man from
the U. S. Military Acjademy and
one of the greatest athletes ever turned out by "The Point",
now is director of the housing
section of the public works auministration.
He and Ickes, who also is administrator of public works, are
to be in Atlanta on the date to
officiate at the opening of a
housing project constructed under the PWA, and today made
known their plans for the game.

Riggs Field to be Scene
Battle Between Locals
and Hose

of

CROWD EXPECTED

Coach Jess Neely's Purple and
Gold football platoon, well drilled
in its manual of kicking, tackling,
and ball-running, don their war
paraphernalia for the first time
this season when they enter close
combat with a powerful P. C. eleven on Riggs Field Saturday afternoon.
PROSPECTS GOOD
With prospects looking more
prosperous than they have during
Coach Neely's three years here, the
Tiger aggregation, despite a few
injured players, are ready for the
Mess Jacket for Formal Wear
opening of a super-strenuous nine
Now Available to Cadet
game schadule that will ".cho the
Corps
Bengal roar from Alabama to Kentucky.
(Continued on page two)
A few weeks before the opening
of school, a new addition was made
to the 1934-1935 uniform.
The
new article adopted is a mess jacket and. was passed upon by Col.
R. John West, the uniform committee, and the cadet staff.
This jacket was designed 'by E. Marshall College Undergrads
R. Holt, an architectural sophoPublish Manual Telling
more, and the contract for this
Profs about Courtesy
year's jackets has been given to
him.
When Kappa Omicron Pi, honorary home economics sorority at
MADE OF DUCK
Marchall College got out a manIt 'was decided, that a good qual- ual telling students the courteous
ity of sanforized white duck would way to act in class, another group
be the best material to use. The of students got one out telling
dress jacket is waist length and
(Continued on page two)
tapers to a small point in the back.
There will be three of the official
brass uniform buttons in front, a JUNGALEERS TO PLAY
small pocket on each breast, and
FOR SATURDAY NIGHT
(Continued on page two)
DANCE; EXPECT CROWD

Soph Architect
Designs Jacket

STUDENTS GRITIGISI
PROFESSORS' ACTIONS

"Things Were Different Then/3
Says Col. Moorman To Reporter
"I'm much impressed with
the spirit shown by the Corps,"
remarked Colonel Thomas S.
Moorman, 'a member of Clemson's first graduating class and
new PMS&T, to a TIGER representative Mondky afternoon.
He continued: "There seems
to be a desire to learn, &
pride in the institution; in a
short while, I believe, the Corps
as a whole will make a creditable appearance, since these
freshmen seem to be rapidly
catching on."
THINGS HAVE CHANGED
When asked for the changes

Neely Team
To Meet P.C.
For Opener

that have taken place on the
campus since" his day, a reminiscent, look came over the Colonel's face, and he puffed several limes at bis pipe before
answering.
"Yes,"
he
finally
said,
"things h)ftve changed a great
deal, I'm particularly impressed by the shortening of distance. In my time Anderson
was a day's travel. Pendleton
was our metropolis—we could
always walk that far."
CAMPUS DIFFERENT
"The campus lias changed,
(Continued on page two)

The second dance of the season
at Clemson will take place Saturday evening at nine-thirty in the
college fieldhouse.
The alffalr,
which is informal, is presented by
the CDA and sponsored by the
ladies of the campus.
EXPECT VISITORS
Hundreds of visitors at the college for the P. C. game in the
afternoon are expected to attend
the function.
j
The ball room has been decorated in a motif which combines
the colors of Clemson and Presbyterian.
The usual elaborate settings will be absent.
JUNGALEERS TO PLAY
Music for the occasion will be
offered 'by the reorganized Jungaleers, Tigertown's own music makers.
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Physical Education Program Will Be Broaden?Cu
COOPER SPEAKS
(Continued from page 1)
friends, gave a most interesting and
informative discussion of the effect of the American foreign policy on trade and prosperity.
He
brought out the fact that the U. S.
policy on trade and prosperity. He
■brought out the fact that the U. S.
became a major power only at the
close of the Spanish-American War
and that, from that period through
the World War, our exports so increased and our country so prospered that during the last war it
became the World's banker.
NEED RECIPROCAL TRADE
The situation that faces us at
the present time, Judge Cooper
explained, is that we cannot dispose of our surplus commodities
to other nations as they have no
money with which to purchase
them.
The only solution, as he
seees it, is reciprocal trade.
The "Governor" paid a glowing
tribute to the late Senator B. R.
Tillman, who was so instrumental
in the founding of Clemson and
Winthrop colleges.
Senator Tillman's son, B. R. Tillman, Jr., a
member of the first graduating
class, feelingly expressed his appreciation of the tribute paid to
the memory of his distinguished
fatheT.
W. R. CLARY PRESIDES
Warren R. Clary, president of the
club, presided at tihe meeting,
which was attended by a representative group of Clemson men. The
interest and enthusiasm shown by
the members promises a successful
year for the Washington chapter.
The next meeting of the chapter
will also be held at Sholl's famous
hostelry, October 9.
AH Clemson
men and friends of the college are
cordially invited to attend.

GLEMSON-P. G. GAME
(Continued from page 1)
WOODAVARD OUT
Captain Henry Woodward is on
the "injured" list at present, aad
Alternate-catpain
Stanley
Fellers
will lead the Jungaleers into the
fracas with Walter Johnson's Blue
Hose day after tomorrow.
At present the locals seem to
have ample reserve to fill any gaps
that may occur in either the line
or the backfield positions and thi»
is perhaps the reason that Mentor
Neely avers "There isn't any firsv
team—yet".
HOSE ARE STRONG
Rumors that float toward Tigertown from down Clinton way indicate that the Presbyterians have
one of the best outfits of recent
years and that the Hose spirit is
running as high as ever.
A substantial crowd is expected
to witness the tilt.

Patronize TIGER Advertisers
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Shoot The Show MOORMAN INTERVIEW
H. S. ASHMORE

FRIDAY—SHE LEARNED
ABOUT SAILORS
Miss Alive Faye, who is very
soothing to the eye and ear, but
who is far from a great actress,
plays the lady wiho arouses that
gleam in a sailor's eye.
The picture is supposed to be funny and
every now and then it does arous&
a chuckle, but for the most part
it struggles too hard.
Lew Ayres
who has been degenerating since
ALL QUIET is the cute little sailor.
Also Harry Green and the
slapstick Mitchell and Duraate.
SATURDAY—EMBARRASSING MOMENTS
Another comedy with Henry Armetta the funniest thing in it.
You can imagine the rest. Chester
Morris and Marion Nixon are the
stars, but in spite of tbem there
are a few funny scenes contributed
for the most part by the featured
players.

STUDENTS TELL PROFS

SOPHS VS, SHERIFF

ARE NOW OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENTS
'T'HE original orchestra is almost intact, only
three new men have been added. This brilliant ten-piece band may be secured at amazingly
low prices.
COMMUNICATE WITH
CLEMSON COLLEGE . SOUTH CAROLINA

SGABRARD AND BLADE

COLLEGE YMCA PLANS
BIG PROGRAM OF ALL
INTRA-MJJRAL SPORTS
Physical Education Here Runs
Hand in Hand with Mental Training

TO ORGANIZE CLASSES

By FREDDIE

Clemson's 'extensive intercompany (athletics will be led
again by the genial musclemaker, Fred Kirchner, shown
above.
,
During the past summer, he
attended the YMCA school at
Springfield,
Mass,
where
a
highly developed plan of physical training is given instructors from over the United
States and many foreign countries.

KIRCHNER

Y. M. C. A. Physical Director
Every wide awake college in our
present
day
educational
system
strives to train men to lead happy
lives and to do worthwhile work.
One of the major objectives in accomplishing this aim is to seek to
educate the whole man and not
merely part of him. as is so often
done.
A man must be educated
physically as well as mentally if he
expects to do big things under the
stress and strain of our modern Industrial and social order.
Our
people must have healthful bodies
and strong nervous systems to meei
the demands of energy called for
in the business and professional life
of today.
Our schools to maintain their educational standing must
these demands.
PHYSICAL "ED"

ABOUT MESS JACKETS
(Continued from page one)

the usual shoulder straps.
TO USE BRAID
Silver braid, will be used on each
sleeve and in place of the. service
stripes, will be silver service bars
about two inches long, ,to be worn
on the deft sleeve only. The Tiger
head insignia on the left shoulder
will be of lighter material than
that used at present.
The background will be cream and the "C"
and Tiger head of silver.
Commissioned officers' buttons will be
the only insignia worn.
'
The jacket will 'be complete when
delivered.
The orders already in
will probably arrive the first part
of October.

BIG IGE CREAM DASH
(Continued from page 1)

ARE WELL ARMED
Armed with wash basins, water
pitchers, and even waste baskets,
the plebes dashed, at the earliest
release from the noon-day meal,
and formed orderly lines before
the barred service entrance of the
bovine-inspired structure.
ALLISON DUCKED
After some minutes of orderly
waiting imbued with found hopes
of refreshments in store, the mob
tendency began to show itself, and
pushing for foremost places began.
Some rat, more worldly wise than
the rest finally decided that "Maybe we are being fooled."
An immense roar followed his suggestion,
and the rabble spirit changed into
a chase for Allison as 400 lustly
throats roared, "Pool Allison". The
elusive Allison, however, could not
be found' for his intended ducking
(until supper time).
This time-honored custom has an
(Continued from page one)
origin so lost in antiquity that it
Captain W. M. Platt (Chemistry) is not easily traceable.
Each year
and Captain W. G. Smith (Agrono- an officer on the cadet staff anmy).
nounces at dinner one day early m
The quintet will wear the cus- the year that the ice cream mechtomary pie plates and antiquated anism in the Dairy has broken ana
sabres of the organization for a that the frosh can have all the ice
period of informal initiation to ex- cream they want, to keep it from
And so, year after year,
tend two weeks and possibly long- wasting.
er. At the end of three weeks the the rats gnaw at the same piece
1
of cheese.
a ;■- s,« «;; «:»i!ggE'giSi|si formal initiation wu . be held.

The Original 1934 Jungaleers

gg]igg]|gi[g^K.[5Tg;isreig|gi^^

too. The textile building, two
barracks, the library and the
engineering building are aU
new to me,
The chemistry
building has an addition, the
dairy has been moved and the
chapel has been enlarged since
my student days."
Colonel Moorman said he
was impressed with the warm
welcome extended him upon his
arrival on the campus.
Ho
stated that he has always wfanted to come here in the capacity
of an instructor.
(He is the
sixth man of the first graduating class to be stationed at the
college. Messrs. Hunter, Newman, Klugh, Robertson, land
Lee are the others of the sextet).
STARTED CAREER HERE
In reply to a query of "Did
Clemson affect your military
career?" the Colonel replied
that the coUege was really responsible for his army career.
He always liked the military
side of his college activities
and not long after his graduation began what is now an impressive record by joining the
S. C. Volunteers in the Spanish-American war.

MONDAY—WILD GOLD
This is a picture which should
have been clever.
The situation
is great.
A modern gold rush to
a deserted mining town with colossal collection of charai^ivi '.rom
old prospectors to a troupe of
chorus girls out panning gold. The
main troubel is the mistake somebody made in running in some
rather twavy' melodrama The cast(Continued from page 1)
ing is rather sad too, but it is
still wcr'2 "">ur While. John. Boles.
professors how to be courteous.
Claire l'r-..o\ Harry Green, MonSome of the suggestions to the
roe Owlseiy.
profs:
"It is discourteous for the proTUESDAY—
fessor to address his lectures to
I GIVE MY LOVE
whomever is outside the classroom
,Some people will go for this one window."
in a big way and some will be
SHOULD LEARN NAMES
nauseated. Vicki Baum wrote the
"It is discourteous for the prostory and it is rather tJ'P'oal of fessor not to learn students' names.
her, if that gives you any idea of Students dislike being called 'you
what to expect.
in the green dress,' 'you dn the
back row'."
"It is discourteous for the professor to sit on the small of his
back with .his feet on the desK,
lecturing the class from behind,
(Continued from page 1)
them."
"It is discourteous for the proslapped one ringleader and took
him and. another to the jail office fessor to interrupt a recitation to
tell tne class personal reminiecenfor questioning.
A crowd of sophomores followed ses."
BOOK CHANGING BAD
and gathered outside the jail to
"It is discourteous for the projeer, apparently thinking the two
students were under arrest.
Up- fessor to change from one book to
perclassmen
then
pacified.
the another in the middle of the semesthrong and the' two were released. ter, thus involving the student an
unexpected expense."
SEPT. MORN REVIEW
"It is discourteous for the proThe tussle which preceded the
fessor
to wear an inadequate belt."
September Morn parade started on
"It is discourteous of the prothe Court Huose steps, when members of the two lower classes in fessor to publish booklets on subtheir conflict threatened to break jects unrelated to the curriculum
in the door. When McKinnie caugr and expect the students to buy them
up with the procession it had mov- for class work."
SOME DON'TS
ed to the center, of town, 'apparentSome
of
the don'ts for the stuly headed for Sulpher Spring, traditional ducking place for fresh- dents were:
"It is discourteous to laugh when
men.
a mistake is made."
. "It is discourteous to be late so
Patronize TIGER Advertisers
that the instructor has to repeat."
"It is discourteous to pass' before
an instructor without a 'pardon
me .

Archie Watson

Big Bleep Builder

(Continued from page one)

NEEDED

Through physical education we
can develop healthful bodies and
keep ourselves in good condition.
We must see physical education In
its proper place in the educational
field.; physical education is an integral part of our general educational
program, not a frill, added feature
or an extra-curricular activity. To
learn skills in certain physical education activities that add to the
joy of living, that give mental relaxation and physical vigor, is just
as much a part of a man's education as subjects, dealing with only
his mental development.
The two
go hand in hand; a man with a
healthy body is. 'better able to do
mental work than a man with an
unhealthy body.
WORK IS VARIED
Every student at Clemson who
is physically able should take advantage of the physical education
activities offered this year and participate in those which fit his liking or his need. The program will
consist of three main phases; (1)
Corrective physical education (2)
Classes for special sports instruction, and (3) Intramural sports
program.
Corrective
physical
education
work will be done with those students found to be in need of this
work through the recent physical
examination.
Most of this work
will be with freshmen.
TO ORGANIZE CLASSES
Classes will be organized for
those students desiring special instruction in certain sports.
One
of the main objectives of these
classes is to interest students of
low skill in sport activities.
The intramural sports program
will offer to every student a chance
to enjoy competitive sports of various types.
Team games as well
as sports of individual skill will
compose the program.
Emphasis
will be placed on those sports or
those sports of high recreational
and "carry-over" values.
Students
will have the opportunity of participating in the following sports:
Basketball, soccer, speedball, archery, tennis, track, swimming, badmington, tetherball, golf, horseshoes, handball, boxing, volleyball,
ping-pong, rifle marksmanship, foulshooting and Field Day.
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Jones' Frosh Gridsters Preo For Erskine Fracas
THIRTY-NINE VARSITY FOOTBALLERS STAND
222 FEET IN HEIGHT AND TIP SCALES
JUST OVER THE 6900 POUND MARK
PLAYER'S NAME

NICKNAME
HO.AIE TOWN
BACKS (18)
Capt. Henry Woodward
Jake Columbia
William Dillard
Bill Six Mile
Alex Stevens
Steve Bennettsville
Earl tftobinson
Robbie Wilmington, N. C.
Harry Shore
Nig__ Savannah, Ga.
Joseph Cathcart
Joe Winnsboro
Randolph Hinson
Randy Kershaw
Ansel Cole
King Chesterfield
Henry McCown
Slick__ Anderson
Tate Horton
Belton
Harris Ford
Henry Bennettsville
Thomas Folger
Tom Pickens
Holbert Lee
Hob__ Greer
Joseph Berry
Joe Union
■Raymond Manese ,
Georgetown
Al Snyder
Toccoa, Ga.
Winston Lawton
Thacker, W. Va.
Alt. Capt. Stan. Fellers
Charles Watson
Roddy Kissam
McDonald Shuford
Thomas McConnell
Thomas Foreshaw
Thomas Brown
John Troutman
Manuel Black
Clifford Henley
Samuel McConnell
William Bryant
Merritt Lewis
William Croxton
Clarence Inabinet
Henry Segars
Joseph Jeter
Jefferson Davis
Lawrence Buscher
Donald Price
Cornelius Cummings
Al Yarbrough

ENDS (6)
Columbia
Catfish— Charleston
_ Orangeburg
Shu— Georgetown
Mac— Anderson
Tom— Savannah, 'Ga.

TACKLES (6)
T. I.— Cross City, Fla.
Wedgefield
Ward
Summerville
Dusty— Anderson
King Kong— Marion

Ht.

CENTERS (2)
Waiterboro
Tampa, Fla.

162
162
184
156
172
165
170
163
188
170
160
160
167
158
180
170
150

3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1 .

6'
6'2"
6'1"
6'
6'
6'

172
170
175
172
172
177

3
3
2
1
1
1

6'1"
6'1"
6'3"
6'2"
6'1"
6'1"

196
192
198
197
192
200

2
2
1
1
1
1

195
196
189
180
158
178
190
190

3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

180
193

3
2

READING LAMPS ARE
PLACED IN LIBRARY
DURINGJHE SUMMER
Bronze Metal Lamps Placed
on Tables to Aid Clemson
Readers
The reading facilities at the College library have been greatly improved with the installation of
table reading lamps during the
summer vacation.
They are of bronze metal composition
with rectangular
shaped
shades that afford an abundeni
spread of light.
Two lamps to
each table afford a reader plenty
of light wherever he is sitting.
They are simple but handsome ana
their bronze color harmonizes with
the chandeliers and other fixtures
in the library.
These lamps add new interest to
the library and students will enjoy their convenience. In the past
students reading in the library were
afforded poor light as the dim yellow light rays of the chandeliers
striking the multi-colored dome is
unadaptable for reading purposes.
RAT SWIMMING
After individual testing of the
swimming ability of the members
of the present freshman class, It
was found that only 20 out of
489 yearlings are unable to swim.
Last year 17 men out of 350
needed aquatic instruction.

6'
6'

HUSKY NEWBOY TEAM EXPECTS BRIGHT YEAR:
BETHEA, WILES ARE LUMINARIES IN RECENT
SCRIMMAGES! ROSTER INCLUDES TWO C1ARYS

Wt. Yrs.

5'6"
5'9"
6'1"
5'9"
5'11"
5'10"
6'1"
5'10"
5'11"
5'11"
5'10"
6'
5'10"
5'11"
6'
6'1"
5'8"

GUARDS (9)
Big Lewis Mullins
6'
Bill-- Kershaw
6'1"
Nab Orangeburg
5'11"
Hartsville
5'10"
Joe— Union
5'7"
Jeff— Savannah, Ga.
5'11"
Doc— Washington, D. C 6'
Scotty— Waiterboro
5'9"

Alternate Captain

BENGALS FACE HECTIC
SCHEDULE AS P. C. TILT
FLASHES OVER HORIZON
Saturday
afternoon
Coach
Jess Neely's Bengaleers tackle
the Blue Hose from P. C. on
liiggs Field.
Thus starts the
most impressive grid schedule
in the history of Clemson. Take
a look for yourself:
September 22—P. C. at Clemson
Sept. 29—Ga. Tech at Atlanta
October 6—Duke at Durham
Oct. 13—Kentucky at Lexington
Oct. 25—Carolina at Columbia
Nov. 3—N. C. State at Raleigh
Nov. 10—Alabama at Tuscaloosa
Nov. 17'—Mercer at Savannah
Nov. 29—Furman at Clemson

Not Bad
Professors at the College of the
Pacific, desiring to know to what
extent students were keeping abreasi
of news off the campus, asked some
questions recently about current
events. One involved Leopold, recently crowned king of Belgium.
Answers placed him as being anywhere from a German educator to
one of the murderers of a Chicago
boy and an Austrian ruler.
Another thing that makes life
in this America so interesting is
an article by Miss Ginger Rogers,
21, of Hollywood, on how to make
a success of marriage.
—Detroit News.

Y POOL TO BE SCENE
OF CO. TANK MEET
4:00 O'CLOCK FRIDAY

Stanley Fellers, Captain of E
Company bud alternate captain
of Clemson's grid aggregation,
is shown above.
For three years an outstanding man on Tiger football
teams, Fellers is expected' to
"go places" in his final year.

The iiiililal intra-mural swimming meet of the year will be
held for freshmen tomorrow at
4 P. M. in the Y pool.
All tfrosh are eligible for
competition.
Those who wish
to enter the tank contest are
requested to sign up with their
respective company athletic olfleers as soon as possible.
The following events will
comprise the meet: 40 yard free
style, 40 yard back stroke, 40
yard breast stroke, 100 yard
free style, )and fancy diving.
Three places will be awarded
in each event and no one man
may compete in more than three
of the five events. Wearing of
swim suits is required.

NEW IMPROVEMENTS POPULAR THEORIES OF
SEEN IN BARMGKS HEALTH ALL WET SAYS
AS CADETS RETURN DR.WARRENFORSYTHE
New Mess Hall Lights, Ex- University of Michigan Medihaust Fans, and Faint
co Gives Advice on BreathJobs Observed
ing, Eating
During the summer vacation
Captain J. D. Harcombe has been
'busy improving the looks of the
mess hall and barracks.
NEW LIGHTS
The handsome new lighting fixtures attract the eye when one
walks into the mess hall. They are
modernistic in every detail and add
much to the looks of the mess hall.
The new twenty-four inch exhaust fans have been installed in
the center of the hall replacing
two smaller fans which have been
moved to the ends of the hall.
NEW DOORS
Two new pairs of steel doors, one
pair between the pantry and the
kitchen, the other between the
mess hall and the pantry, have
been installed.

Here go some more bugaboos,
and you can thank Dr. Warren E.
Forsythe, director of the University
of Michigan health service, who
says the following of some of the
commonly taught and accepted beliefs:
"Poorly ventilated rooms are evli
to the health because of a lack of
oxygen and harmful increase in
carbon dioxide:" There is never a
lack of oxygen nor excess of carbon dioxide.
The essential problem ot ventilation is one of heat
regulation. The flow of heat from
the human body determines in part
its comfort and health.
BREATHE EASILY
"Breathe deeply:" This may result in dizziness or actual faint.
(Continued on page eight)

Verdant Freshmen Go In Search
Of Ladder For Guard Mounting
By JOE KINARD
Intelligence Tests they call
them.
Y'ear after year hundreds of raw rats, fresh from
the plow handles or soc^a fountains, are herded into the north
end of the mess hall where the
Prof, renowned locally for going into mourning for Will
Rogers' prize pig, Blue Boy,
mounts a table before his largest audience of the year and
conducts on said reformed
plowhands or sodja jerkers a
scientific search for I. Q.'s.
The fruitfulness of the search
is a closely guarded secret of
General George's office or so
Washington-Metz Inc. would
have one think. A casual open
eye finds the answer in these
louder-than-words actions of
some prize specimens of the
fresh crop of onion heads.
DESIRES KEYS
Witness that bold newboy
that elbows his wf»y Into the

Treasurer's Office September
11 as the second year wise
boys disburden dad's bank account of a few shekels. The
man behind the bars looked
up in some surprise at tbe
query: "Could I get the keys
to the small parade ground?"
"You can get it from Colonel Moorman," the busy clerk
took time to answer.
CONTINUES SEARCH
The newboy hurriedly wormed his way through the crowd
of snickering oldboys on across
the hall to the new Colonel's
office where he saw a stern
looking grey headed khaki clad
man across the desk.
The
freshman brought up his hand
in a trembly sjalute and his
knees smote one another as he
mumbled out this report, "Sir,
I would like to get the key
to the small parade ground."
With some sarcasm in his
(Continued on page eight)

Pennington Aids Jones with
Mentoring End as Rat
Squad Whips into
Shape
FIRST GAME, 28TH
With a present roster of about
50 freshmen, Coach Bob Jones islooking forward to a bright season
for his "rat" football team. About
half of the squad 'has had some
previous experience and from information gathered, these men can
be expected, to show something on
the gridiron this fall
TEAM FAIRLY HEAVY
As a whole this year's team Is
fairly heavy. Weignts range from
130 to 233 pounds, but the majority of the men average well over
160.
Nearly a dozen of these
shiny-pated "newboys" sre 6 feet
or over.
In recent practices "Red" Bethea, 140, fleet-footed and elusive
little half from Dillon has shown
up excellently, but he is not the
only spark.
"Dusty" Wiles, 163,
from Columbia has been running
the first team in recent scrimmages
and seems to be the best bet for
that position at present. However,
Prentice McCoy and. Page have been
performing very well and will probably prove valuable during the
course of the five games scheduled.
TWO CLARYS HERE
The two Clarys, "Snag" and
Francis, kinsmen from Gaffney wiho
are out for end and back respectively, are others to keep tab on,
while James Lokey, stocky 208
pound guard from Winnsboro and
"Red" Pritchett 171, of Saluda
are giving the coaches no little
pleasure with their performances
at guard and end.
PENNINGTON, JONES COACH
Only about six men out are from
out of the state, but quite a few
have attended prep schools in foreign territory.
Clyde Pennington
is. coaching the backfield and Jones
is managing the line.
The first game is here September
28 with the "Little Fleet" from
Erskine offering the opposition.

FIRST REGIMENTAL
SWIMFEST TUESDAY
Meet To Be Held in YMCA
Pool; Is Open to All
Next Tuesday at 4 P. M. the
first regimental swimming contests
of the semester will take place in
the YMCA pool.
JA11 cadets are eligible; those desiring entry are urged to sign up
with company athletic officers at
once.
,
No man may compete in more
than three of the following events:
40 yard free style, 40 yard back
stroke, 40 yard breast stroke, 100
yard free style, 220 yard free
style, and fancy diving.
Competitors will be required to
wear swim suits.
What this country needs now is
confidence—not confidence men.
—Detroit Free Press.
The French saxaphone player who
tooted for 22 hours running must
have had the wind with him.
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EDITORIAL
THE CAMPUS LIVES AGAIN
The massive wheel of college education rolls through
America again. Dormitories and barracks, for three months
filled with loneliness and summer air, vibrate with the pulse
of Youth back at its books.
Polychromatic gasoline chariots, resplendent with printed witticisms, sputter through campus streets, as their engines spasmodically shout to the world at large that September and school have rounded the corner.
Football plots resound with the yells of husky gridsters
at work. Intellectual toes send lively pigskins scurrying
through ether. Gigantic, spirited linesmen dig their cleats into
the sod and bury shoulders in padded devices that soon will
be replaced by flesh and blood opposition.
Verdant freshmen blindly purchase the radiators and
fire extinguishers in their rooms, and at the command of
sagacious sophs, turbulent juniors, and dignified seniors, go
in search of four foot yardsticks, cans of striped paint, and
keys to the parade ground.
"Bull sessions", bombastic student gatherings, again are
running on schedule, and undergrads, with the nonchalance
of a fireman blowing out a match, serenely settle all problems
in regard politics, science, religion, sex, "Schoolboy" Rowe's
pitching, and the feeding of white mice.
The lecture and class rooms have yawned several times,
stretched, and settled down to work. In the English section,
Browning, vivacious from his vacation, pops up and assures
us that in spite of unemployment, strikes, disease, and Hitlerism, "God's in his heaven" and things cosmic are quite
well. Freud lurks in psychology classes, ready to prove
that William James and his introspection have it over John
Watron and behaviorism. In the chemistry division the structural formulae, making ready for the annual attack against
test-tube wielders, have gathered all stray atoms in to the
fold. Newton, after several months practice with apples,
is back in the physics department ready to wax eloquent
over inertia, acceleration, and "equal and opposite forces".
Soil, once apathetic, puckers up its ears and listens while students debate on crop rotation and fertilizer uses. Over in
the bacteriology building Leeuwenhoek helps the future
microbe-hunters adjust the Abbe condensers on their microscopes. All the leaders—from the metaphysicians to the
animal husbandrymen—are back in harness, ready for the
nine months journey.
The chapel clock strikes out the hours again. Student
thought and student ink flow in educational channels once
more. The campus lives again. College life moves on!
Even ministers commit crime,
At 20 we don't care what the
Yet, but fortunworld thinks of us; at 30 we wor- says columnist.
ry about what it thinks of us; at ately there have not been too many
40 we discover it doesn't think 01 crooks to spoil the cloth.
—Dallas Morning News.
us.—Newark Ledger.

—That his three months of inactivity are past and that from now
on you are responsible for anything
you may do, say, or think (though
the latter won't worry many).
-OSCAR SATS

GREETINGS
The first week is gone, most of
it having been spent by the Corps
in swapping lies about the affaires
l'amour .of the summer past. There
were some quite excellent tales,
but since we know they were untruths for the most part and since
this column must maintain its integrity we shall ignore them. Suffice to say that we are back with
our eye against the keyhole and
our ear against the ground and
that there doesn't seem to be much
you can do about it.

I —that one of our new yard engines,
j little Miss Archer, is shooting her
amorous arrows in the direction COMEBACK
Mr. Jesse James is responsible
of one Louis "Low" Cochran.
for this noble tale. Since he has
.
OS CAB SATS
__that at Colonel R. John's re- retired from the business, we reception the other night Reggies produce it with no fear of his
Farmer and. Williams were non- printing the same story in the same
It occurred several years
plussed no end when they were issue.
"told" to go outside and supervise ago and you have probably heard
it, but after all it is a good story.
the parking of cars.
It. seeme that Mr. William Lippin-OSCAR SATSthat C-Square Gibson swears that cott became sorely vexed because
he never took a hath with a rain- the architects over in the engine
coat on down at MeClellan but that house were making so much noise
that his own sophomores couldn't
Oscar knows better.
hear him swear.
Whereupon he
-OSCAR SATSthat Pete Anderson, S-4 to you, wrote the following note to Mir.
(The note nas, 01
has surely got personality or was it Sidney Little.
1
course,
been
expurgated)
those Friendly Five boots that apDear Sid,
pealed to Mamie.
Tell your damned ;architects to
OSCAR SATS
that Merritt "I'm a first string- shut your windows. We can hear
er" Lewie proved that the knight- you way over here.
Mr. Little replied thusly:
hood is still in flower by waddling
over to a beautiful blonde on the Dear Bill,
Tell you damned chemists to
Poinsett roof garden and asking
shut
their windows. We can smell
her if there was anyone he could
you way over here.
smack down.
.

OSCAR SATS

that if Kadet Koinel Richardson,
who is also a Duke, "loses" those
three diamonds, it wouldn't take a
Sherlock to find them in Liberty.
(Who said anything about a Jane?)
-OSCAR SATS-

that Bum Rivers hasn't met Professor Crandall's class since the
pedagogue compared pigs with the
town of Brunson.
-OS CAR SATS

that sophomore competition eeems
to be leaving Katy Platt out in
the proverbial cold, as far as taking the hill is concerned.

make the things required instead
of optional at all formal dancea
the appearance of the corps woulfl
be improved a hundred per cent.
And before we begin to sound too
editorial we want to say that the
more you buy the more chance
there is of their being adopted, as
an integral part of the uniform
for next year.

SOCIAL NOTE
The last of the yard engines has
pulled out now and the landscape
has taken on a barren aspect. For
the information of our deah readers we have compiled a list of the
places where they might he found,
if anybody cares to look.
Foy,
Converse; Fitzpatrick, N. C. C. W.,
residing in Durham; Bradley, Brenau; Lewis, points North, East,
South, and West. The list is by
no means complete. Oh, yes, even
the two new additions are off too;
Archer to Holline and Moorman to
University of Georgia.
We take
pleasure in reporting that most of
the Anderson locals will continue
to render their usual service.

DANCE
Old faces and, new—the especially old face of Jesse James who
tells us that Charlie M{oss and
Heinie are expected back any day
now—Jimmy Baker playing mad
dog and Chastain playing /the little
children on their way home from
school—the usual numher of freshmen who find, out too late that the
lovely lady is a professor's wife—■
Betty Archer telling Cadet Wheeler
Thackston that he looked like "a
senior with the brain of a sophoMESS JACKET
more and the wit of a freshman",
Even if Skillet Holt did refuse which eeems to practically sum the
to give us a discount for adver- things up—Joe Sherman, the king
tising in this space we feel it our of duty dancers—
bounden duty to make mention of
his creation. Worn with a dress THIS WEEK'S OUT:
shirt nothing looks more swanky STANDING CADET
than a mess jacket and. our dances
Freshman Ripper Murray of G
could certainly do with a bit more Company, who has challenged Bubswank. If the C. D. A. would only ber Dawson to a three-round bout.

OSCAR SATS

that Dave Henry clouded up a
bit when Julia preferred the circus
last Saturday night.
OSCAR SATS

that Frank "I can horry Archie's
car anytime" Barron is a' victim of
that "Converse and see us sometimes" fever and that Spartanburg
will probably see a lot of him this
year.
.

OSCAR SAYS

that Haikkila, Campbell, and Patterson will soon be burning up the
roads in their new brain-child.
-OSCAR SATS-

that he forecasts a budding romance for "Jinx" Jenkins, now that
Converse hae turned a "Little" of
its student body over to GWC.
OSCAR SATS

__that a sextet of GWC femmes
drove all the way over here Sunday
to see Jean Brigham only to find
him gone.
OSCAR SATS

that "Goodbye, please" and "Not
going, thank goodness", combined
with the phrase, "I daresay", seem
to be sweeping the campus as efficiently as the "Carter's dead" gag.
—OSCAR SAYS-

that "Deacon" Metz is Tapidly
losing his religion at the Senior
staff table.

COOPER UNION
Perhaps you have never heard of
Cooper Union Institute of Technology. (Neither had I, until yesterday.)
Nevertheless, there is
such an institute, and in some respects the majority of their students are as foggy as some of our
baldheaded "rats".
Believe it or
not!
They have a football team,
but they didn't know about it until another school's football manager called up to find out why the
Cooper Union eleven failed to show
up for a scheduled, game.

wet. The following statistics were
compiled during a psychological
-study of several years at Purdue
University.
Various worries were
divided among students as follows:
studies—4 2 per cent, finances—30
per cent, family affairs—15 per
cent, religion—4 per cent, "affairs
of the heart"—only 9 per cent.

KENTUCKY
The annual Campus Frolic at the
University of Kentucky this fall
was a take-off on the Century of
Progress exposition. Some of the
features were :Crystal Reading,
NEW ORLEANS
Fishpond, Odditorium, Art Museum,
It has often been said that "It's Sleight of Hand, Planetarium, and
a small world after all".
Here "Buldgin" Village. The affair was
is just another bit of evidence sup- known as the Century of Regress.
porting the statement: Two years
ago a student at New Orleans UniALABAMA.
versity rescued a Turk from drownWe've always been told that
ing. Recently, the Italian govern- there was an exception to every
ment sent the New Orleans student rule.
The latest discovery along
a medal for rescuing the Turk.
the lines of an exception to the rule
(We wonder if the medal was that negroes—especially those In
made of German silver.)
the South—are terrihly afraid of

PURDUE
Believe it or not, a great many
-OSCAR SATSthat the freshmen are now he- college students actually worry.
ginning to realize that Bill Lip- But the old idea that the only
pincott is mot a "new boy" but is things they worry about are the
girl friends and good times, is all
supposed to teach here.

spirits and dead bodies. A negro
at the University of Alabama does
not seem to mind them a bit. He
is "keeper of the cadavers", or in
other words, he takes care of the
stiffs at the University Medical
sch00i
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NEW GRIFFON SPORT SUITS AT I
"THE SHOE STORE OF CLEMSON"

Handling Florsheim, Friendly Five, Walter
Booth and Fortune Shoes
SEE ME FOR JEWELRY
Balfour's Line, Including Numerals
»
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THIS SPACE TO BE CLAIMED BY

THE STUDENT GLEANERS I
WORK GUARANTEED

|

RODDY KISSAM, Cadet Agent
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We Appreciate Your
Business

PIKE & PATTERSON
Shops In Barracks No. 1 and in
Sloan's Arcade
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EXCHANGE

WHAT OTHERS SAY

Offered his choice between a big
league baseball contract and a college education, Russell Peters chose
the latter and is now a freshman
at Washington and Lee University.
He had been offered a berth with
the Washington Senators, who planned to "farm" him out with Albany for a 6eason or two. Now,
however, he will play college baseball and try for the big leagues
later.

HOKE SLOAN'S

*
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Shoe Shine 5c White Shoes 10c
Boots Saddle Soaped and Shined 15c
or just Shined 10c
Guaranteed shoes dyed with new
laces 35c

Scientist says child psychology
rules the world.
That's why the
politicians go in strong for taffy
and bedtime stories.
—Dallas Morning News.

Braxton Holloway Williams
"Big Bill" for Short
Will represent us this
year
at
Clemson.
When you wish to
"Say it with flowers"
let "Bill" help you.

NC
CAROLINA
FLOWERS,
l
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
Greenville, S. C.

E. R. O'NEIL, '37—LAW. He finds "a
lot of enjoyment" in Camels, and says that
when his energy is used up "Camels give
me a delightful 'lift.'"

4
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What is the most important of
the Ten Commandments in the
opinion of college students?
This Question, asked of Simmons
College students in Boston resulted
in the following order of importance in the opinion of the students:
1—Honor thy father and thy motner.
2—Thou shalt not kill
3
—Thou shalt have no other gods
before me.
4—Thou shalt not steal.
5
—Thou shalt not commit adultery.
6—Tho shalt not bear false witness.
7—Thou shalt not take the name
of the Lord in vain.
8—Thou shalt not make unto thee
any graven image.
9
—Thou shalt not covet.
10—Remember the Sabbath Day
to keep it holy.

Dictatorship is like av great beech
tree—nice to look at, but nothing
grows underneath it.
—Stanley Baldwin.
If bullfrogs had a beauty contest, only the legs would count.
Something more is asked of a
young woman.—Arthur Brisbane.
That does not mean we have had
the depression because a few thousand cooperation executives made a
lot of money during the boom.
—Walter Lippman.

Republicans find it very difficult
Men don't live longer. They still
to
interest the people in philosophlive about 40 years, and after that
ic
doubt.—Arthur
Krock.
they just stay here.
—San Francisco Chronicle.
The United States has entered
upon one of those critical periods
People of Louisiana know that in which historic values have gone
Napoleon suid it, but they didn't into the melting pot.—Harold J.
know that Huey Long bought it.
Laski.

CAMEL!

HAVE YOU TRIED
this way of regaining energy?
"The strain of pursuing a law course
puts a tremendous tax upon my energy,"
says E. R. O'Neil, '37, "but I try to avoid
overdoing, and part of my program is
smoking Camels. There's a lot of enjoyment in Camels, and they give me a delightful 'lift.' I smoke them constantly
and they never upset my nerves."
Every situation in life has its strain—
every day its many moments of uncertainty... self-distrust..."low" spirits. So
why not turn to Camels yourself...for
more smoking enjoyment ... to offset
fatigue and irritability? Thousands of

All the pleasant social life of
small towns and cities of the United States has been snuffed out by
a craze for contract bridge.
•—Octavus Roy Cohen.

LEAF-TOBACCO
EXPERTS AGREE:
Camels ore made from
finer,/More Expensive
Tobaccos---Turkish and
Domestic -H* than any
other popular brand."

experienced smokers have found for
themselves that Camels give a delightful "lift." And science, as you may have
noticed in your reading, definitely confirms what they report.

- a'!&

Camels are mellow and distinctive in
flavor—milder—made from finer, more
expensive tobaccos than any other popular brand of cigarette. Smoke all you
want—Camels never get on your nerves.

► TENNIS STAR. Ellsworth Vines, Jr., holder of two U.S. National Championships,
says: " Camels appeal to my taste and have a refreshing way of bringing my energy
up to a higher level. They seem to restore my 'pep' and take away that tired feeling."

r
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'^Ci
SUM
Copyright, 1934,
il. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company
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INTERESTING VESPER
SPEAKERS SCHEDULED
FOR COMING SESSION

THE TIGER
r CABINET HOLDS
INTERESTING RETREAT

The 1935 Y M C A Cabinet
held its annual fall retreat recently at Blue Ridge, N. C.
The object of the gathering was
to study the problems that conDr. Daniel, Leon Clayton De- fronted the cabinet men as they
attempted to make plans to carry
liver Addresses at Opencut their work with the student
ing Services
body at Clemson. This study was
led by the Y M C A staff, Rev.
MUCH INTEREST SHOWN
J. O. Smith and Mr. B. B. Burley.
'Sunday night Vespers at the V
promise to be exceptionally good
this session. Two very interesting marked, adding that as Walter Pitspeakers have already been present kin reminds us, "it is never too
at the Y, and their speeches have late to begin".
been heartily received. The speakThe second Vesper program was
ers thus far have been Dr. D. "W. given Sunday night, September 16
Daniel of the English department by Mlessrs. Clayton and Holtzenand Leon Clayton, a former Clem- dorff.
Mr. Clayton is at present
son student and president of the Y assistant to Mr. Dan Lewis, leader
in 1930. Mr. Clayton was assisted of 4-H Club work in South Caroby Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, general lina.
secretary of the college Y.
PROGRAMS PLANNED
DANIEL SPEAKER
Other programs planned for the
Dr. Daniel spoke September 9.
He stressed, the extreme importance future include such speakers as
of getting "started right" at the Rev. J. O. Smith, Dr. John Mcbeginning of one's college career. Sween, Rev. iS. J. L. Crouch, Mr.
Great opportunities are seldom re- T. B. Lanham, and visiting delealized at the proper time, 'he re- gations from other colleges.
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KENTUCKY
The fraternities at the University
of Kentucky have collected manj
hundreds of dollars in back duea
because of a rule prohibiting fraternity men enrolling at the University this semester until they had
paid their debts to the fraternities.
(Maybe the next step will be a
similar rule concerning debts to
fellow students. It might not be
such a bad idea, but it might decrease the enrollment somewhat.)
Dr. Francis P. Gaines, president
of Washington and Lee University,
is urging steps toward the preservation of an old covered bridge at
Lexington, Va., home of the university.
The College Store at
State College, Mliss., has
depository for students
bank accounts.
Students
posit and withdraw from
accounts between 4 and 5

Millsaps
opened a
without
can dethe store
each day.
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Clemson College Laundry
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tobaccos—only the clean center leaves are
leaves—they cost more—they taste better.
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Prom the choicest Turkish and Domestic
used in Luckies—these are the mildest
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"It's toasted"
V Your throat protection—against irritation—against cough
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BENGAL FROSH READY
FOR ERSKINE "FLEET"

THE TIGER

F. KIRCHNER TO HEAD

SPORTS
CLEMSON ALUMNI

BIG PHYSICAL PROGRAM

Did "College Life" end for you when you got your degree?

PROSPECTS BRIGHT
But now there're only two
'•days to wait until the old
jp'ads, loyal Tiger supporters,
-and cadets will see their three
.year old dreams ;and expectations begin to materialize, because the football prospects for
this season are the brightest
they've been since Coach Neely
.arrived in Tigertown three
years ago and the Tigers
should be going places this
season.

with the Bengal's schedule, but
barring the injury jinx, whicii
has been trailing the Tigers,
her wins will exceed the losses.
NO EASY GAMES
We made the above statement
cognizant of the fact that there is
not a "breather" on the Tiger's
'34 card from the opening game
with P. C. through the closing contest with Furman here on Thanksgiving Day, and we're also aware
of the fact that the Neelymen will
be on foreign territory for seven
games in a row.
The latter fact alone will put
the Tigers at a decided disadvantage with other things Deing equal.
But with the continuous road tnpa
and tough opponents in mind, we
pick tne Tigers to win live of their
nine games. Maybe you think that
is a rather large order but we'll
see.
NEELY RETICENT
' We hope to beyat P. C. but
I'll tell you more about it
after the game" said Coach
Neely recently to this scribe.
The Clemson mentor would
make no predictions other than
'we ought to have a good team
this year".
Jess never talks
much before the games; consequently, he never has to give
excuses and .alibis afterwards.

T
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The Song May Be Ended But the
Melody Lingers On

It goes without saying that we're
all anxiously waiting for Saturday
afternoon to roll around and the
opportunity to see Coach Neely's
""35 gridiron aggregation in action.
3Tor three years Clemson men and
Tiger supporters have pointed to
ihe "next" season as the time for
the Tigers to rise to new heights
in football world here in the South
.and each year they have been
(doomed to disappointment.

r'nii^™.

Have you permitted those campus capers of Clemson

days to become closed chapters of your life?
The answers are NO and OF COURSE NOT.

What's the

use of having a past if you can't get a kick thinking about
it—pep meetings—poolings—study for that exam—football
—squads left—dress parades—Alma Mater.
Today's and tomorrow's happenings provide an invaluable supplement to those of yesterday. You can get it all
in THE TIGER, the campus weekly; all the latest dope on Jess
Neely's powerful Tiger eleven, and all current Clemson chatter.
It's a new deal. Subscription rates have been reduced
from $1.50 to ONE DOLLAR). We need you more than we
do the dollar. That's why we think you should get a copy
of THE TIGER every week. Reach in that pocket, pin on a
dollar bill. Don't trouble about checks or money orders.
Just peel off a dollar, fill out the blank below, mail it to THE
TIGER and assure yourself of 30 issues, chock full of Tigerfown news.
Name

FACULTY ADDITIONS
(Continued from page one)
CREDLE AND TOPPING
The two new members of tne
Engineering faculty are Mr. A. 13.
Credle and Mr. C. H. Topping.
Mr. Credle who is Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering received his E. E. and M. E'. E. degrees from Cornell. He was connected with the electrical school at
Cornell for sometime and was the
licensed operator of the radio broadcasting station there.
He is a
member of A. I. E. E., Tau Beta
Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, and Scabbard
and Blade.
EXCELLENT RECORD
Mr. Topping, a graduate of Purdue and son of Professor Topping
of Purdue University, is the Assistant Professor of M. E. During
college he was a member of A. S.
M. E., Tau Beta Pi, Phi Tau Sigma, and Scabbard and Blade. Before coming to Clemson Professor
Topping worked with Lundry and
Sargent, consulting engineers.
J. R. Sharpe and P. H. Latimer,
class of 1934, are graduate assistants in the school of Chemistry
and Geology.
C. N. Clayton, '3 4, was awarded
the Anderson Fellowship for advanced study in Biological Sciences.
Workmen's dwellings must not
be planned on so generous a scale
that it is impossible to get a revenue from them at all commensurate
with their cost.—F. W. Taussig.
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EXCELLENT MATERIAL
With twelve Ipeniors, each a star
Just pass the buck along with 'this coupon to THE TIGER,
3n himself, and a number of outClemson College, South Carolina
standing juniors plus last year's
Patronize TIGER Advertisers
freshmen State champions. Neely
lias an aggregation of football playfirs of which anFy coach would be
more than pleased to have around.
But a glance at the schedule shows
one instantly that the Clemson
mentor will need men and material
\
ALUMNI BUSY
of this calibre to enable him to
Judging from the size of the
face the outstanding teams which
freshmen class and the large nummake .up the Tigers '34 grid card.
ber of freshmen football candidates, some of the Clemson alumni
SCORING BACKFIELD
have been, encouraging high school
The Bengal backheld should
graduates to choose Clemeon and
jprove the greatest scoring comof them are the ones who have
bination seen in Purpie-Gold
been standing behind the Tigers
.uniforms since Neely took over
since they left Clemson five, ten,
the destinies of the Tigers.
fifteen, twenty years or more ago.
.And this, dear readers, isn't a
They are the real Clemson men,
far-fetched statement either as
men who want to see the Tigei
.you'll learn after seeing the
athletic teams again rank along
Tiger backs in action against
side with the beet in the South.
P. C. here Saturday.
Give us more men who will not
These backheld aces have
lose interest in Clemson as soon
Jbeen drilled and given special
PERMIT AND EXPLANATION BLANKS FREE
as they get their dips tucked safe.attention in every detail of
ly under the ami.
■ball carrying by "Skeet" HornCome in and Make Yourself at Home. Free Scales
«r, former creator of Mercer's
BITS OP DOPE
,great scoring bjackflelds, and
to weigh on every day. Postage stamps for sale.
Clyde Pennington is helping Bob
they'll show us plenty of fancy
Jones with the seventy-five freshstepping against the Blue Hose
man football candidates; his abSTICKERS,
MAGAZINES,
PENNANTS,
CLEMSON
in the opening tilt here Satursence from the varsity will hurt,
day.
SODA,
CANDY, A.ND ALL YOUft DRUG STORE
but his knees need another year's
t—Captain
Henry
Woodward
will
res
MEEDS.
P. C. STRONG
probably not see very much service
As usual the Presbyterians will this season due to an old knee inSlave a strong team and it will be jury—Several South Carolina colmade stronger by their desire to lege coaches are picking Clemson
beat the Tigers, or at least to give to finish first In the State race.
them a good game; so this contest Hunk Anderson names the Tigers
may, and probably will, prove a to give the Southern Conference
a. real test for the Bengals.
If leaders trouble.
the Tigers can pile up a few touch"Streak" Lawton's ground gaindowns against Walter Johnson's ing tactics evoke many satisfied
IBlue Stockings while holding them expressions from the coaches—At
scoreless, every fear should be dis- last Clemson has some Clarys listpelled from *he minds of the most ed among the many freshmen footIncidentally, the
pessimistic Tiger supporters who ball aspirants.
-are in doubt as to Clemson's pro- writer saw them play once last
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
year; they looked plenty good—
spects for a successful eason.
The practice game Saturday may
prove costly before all the injured
TOUGH SCHEDULE
ones are back on the firing line |
By a "successful season" I
again—Bill Dlllard. and Randy HIn- |
don't mean the winning of evson are continuing the good work j
ery game of the most pretenthey started in ground gaining last j
tious schedule the Tigers have
ever undertaken. Clemson will
year—'■.
lose some games as almost any
team would be certain to do
Patronize TIGER Advertisers
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PAGE EIGHT

THE TIGER

HEALTH BUGABOQS
(Continued from page 3)
Such excessive washing out of the
carbon dioxide in the blood is useless if not harmful.
Breathing
should be only in response to body
activity.
"Don't eat between meals:" Social custom alone has set the time
for eating; between meal eating
may not be harmful of the total
quantity and quality of food taken
during the day is sufficient. Related to this is the taboo against
combining sour foods and milk;
the normal stomach secretions are
always more acid than any food
APPLES MALIGNED
"Green apples cause stomach
ache:" These much maligned fruits
and other foods, have been blamec
for many stomach aches which were
in reality symptoms of appendicitis
or some other serious internal trouble.
Taking physics under these
circumstances comes under thb
heading of suicidal procedures.
"Keep clean to be healthy:'Bathing and washing are important for esthetic and social reasons
but their health virtues are difficult or impossible to prove.
"Take some medicine:" Don'c,
unless the doctor gives it, and do
not force him to do so if he apparently does not think it necessary.
"Stand up straight:" Personal
appearance and self respect should
dictate a good posture. It is likely, however, that good posture depends on good health and not vice
versa.
As we understand the experts
there is plenty of food in the U.
S. but not enough people who like
to eat.—Newark Sunday Call.

VERDANT
FRESHMEN
(Continued from page 3)
tone Colonel Moorman replied, "Sergeant Xaiamor keeps
all the keys .around here."
The freshman, plainly showing his disapproval at having
to go to another of these khaki clad individuals, slowly left
the office.
After some trouble finding
"Sarge", he repeated his mission.
Sergeant .Vaitunor replied, "I'm very sorry but 1
have lost it." Thus ended that
quest—all but the conjectural
aftermath.
ABOUT GUARD MOUNT
Or picture the freshman that
went to the commandant's office, made a snappy report .and
told Colonel West, "I've come
to get the ladder to mount the
guard with."
The Colonel knowing the
circumstances under which the
newboy was sent to him answered, "You can find it up in
Minnie's room behind the bed."
So with a very apologetic salute, the yearling beat ja hasty
retreat.
Not always have the "rats"
borne the worst punishment for
their dumbness.
There was
the one sent by an aspiring
new senior officer to obtain
some "Blue Prints" from Professor X
.
In reply to
his request the professor tola
the freshman to tell the boy
that sent him, "If God doesn't
know anymore about him than
I do he's long gone."
SHE AIN'T HERE
Then, too, there was the
one about a certain Cadet Lit.
Colonel asking a freshman the

COOPERATION OF THE
CORPS ASKED REGARD
TAPS, TIGER ANNUAL
Howard Nottingham and his
1935 TAPS staff are working
in earnest on the Tiger annual.
The cooperation of thtCorps is asked in regard to
tiiking pictures and in any other necessary matters.
Senior TAPS space is $6, 8
of which are payable at the
beginning of the second semester.
Junior space is §2 and
Sophomore space is also $2.
Pictures for the beauty section may be turned in (anytime
between now and the end of
October.
They need not be
"slick" prints, although that
variety is preferred.

FRESHMAN DANCE
(Continued from page one)

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20,1934

On September 2, Jack Webber
of Columbia, S. C, died suddenly
at the home of his mother ' in
Charleston. Jack was one of Clemson's most loyal and enthusiastic
Alumni and he was at the time oi
hi6 death vice president of the Colunvblia-Clemson Alumni Chapter.
His passing is distinct loss to
Clemson and the alumni.

DO BEAUTIFUL
WOMEN RUNHHm

? /
Are You Dull, Badly Dressed, Slipping Socially? You Need These
Amazing New Fun-Treatments!

Scotty's Messery
Meals—Short Orders
Special—Steak Sandwich

15c

Our business is to please

GIVE US A TRY
Visit the "Y" Barber Shop

The Freshmen turned out "en
masse" for the only dance of the
year to which they are allowed to
bring dates; a large number of
upperclassmen attended the dance
in cits", before they crated their
summer togs for the season.
The dancing began at nine and
continued until two. Officers from
the military department, members
of the faculty, and their wives
chaperoned the affair.
whereabouts of his "ole lady"
The freshmtan replied "She
ain't been down here yet, but
I expect to get a picture of her
soon."
Bearing the above incidences
in mind let us page General
Johnson and his NRA for a
new deal, or something.
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ALDMNI NEWS

BAILEY & KAY
FOR SALE
One Sam Brown
Three Pair Boots
One Piair Riding Trousers
Two Blouses
One Paii- regulation Pants

Electric Shoe Shop
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# Hundreds of men, formerly doomed
to unwilling virtue, are now brilliant
raconteurs, gourmets, bon viveurs, beaux,
and irresistible to women.
You, too, can become a dazzling cotillion leader this easy new way! Get in
the Social Register! Get in the Brain
Trust! Get in the money! Thanks to
ESQUIRE, even most hopeless cases of
dullness, provincialism, mental inactivity, insufficient belly-laughs, now quicklycured. Improvement begins with first
treatment; continues each month. Sparkling articles, stories, cartoons, art and
design, by authors and artists who set
the pace today. Not for the Victorian
viewpoint, but for those who recognizethe classic qualities of both the Decameron and the Decalogue.
It is an amazing fact about ESQUIRK
that the less you need its treatment the
more you like it. Try it today and see.

ILl/tX.
AT ALL THE Better NEWSSTANDS
October Issue Note ore Sola

.1

PIKE'S DRY CLEANERS
Let us do your cleaning.
Alterations and Repairs

We do it right.
Work Guaranteed

^t^t^^^Vt**^

e^istered US.Patent Office
Wz$kmgton,D.C.
■x-,:-ff:Miim

Department of Commerce
Bldg., Washington, D. C.—
home of the U. S. Patent
Office.

C-kesterfields are fi£e Okesterfielcls
WHEN a trade-mark is registered, it means that no one
else can use the same name and the
same package for the same kind of
product.
To us the Chesterfield trade-mark
means that every Chesterfield is manufactured by the same formula, and
© 1934,

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO

Co.

in every way absolutely the same in
each and every package you buy.
That means that every Chesterfield
is like every other Chesterfield—not
like any other cigarette . . .
— the cigarette that's milder
— the cigarette that tastes better
— the cigarette that satisfies
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